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Abstract—Shared memory MPI communication is an impor-
tant part of the overall performance of parallel applications.
However understanding the behavior of these data transfers is
difficult because of the combined complexity of modern mem-
ory architectures with multiple levels of caches and complex
cache coherence protocols, of MPI implementations, and of
application needs.

We analyze shared memory MPI communication from a
cache coherence perspective through a new memory model. It
captures the memory architecture characteristics with micro-
benchmarks that exhibit the limitations of the memory accesses
involved in the data transfer. We model the performance of
intra-node communication without requiring complex analyt-
ical models. The advantage of the approach consists in not
requiring deep knowledge of rarely documented hardware
features such as caching policies or prefetchers that make
modeling modern memory subsystems hardly feasible.

Our qualitative analysis based on this result leads to a better
understanding of shared memory communication performance
for scientific computing. We then discuss some possible opti-
mizations such as buffer reuse order, cache flushing, and non-
temporal instructions that could be used by MPI implementers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of MPI communication in parallel scien-

tific applications is often a key criteria for the overall soft-

ware performance. Communication tuning has often been

investigated for achieving better performance. Indeed, most

MPI implementations adapt their communication strategies

to the underlying architecture and to the operation param-

eters. For instance processes running of the same node

communicate through shared memory instead of through the

network interface.

Communication inside nodes usually relies on two mem-

ory copies across a shared-memory buffer. These copies

involve cache coherence mechanisms that have an important

impact on the actual performance of memory transfers.

Unfortunately, MPI implementations tune shared memory

communication strategies based on metrics that rarely take

caches into account, merely by considering their sizes.

Tuning of shared memory communication actually requires

understanding the performance implications of cache coher-

ence. Apprehending this impact can be cumbersome because

modern memory architectures are increasingly complex,

with multiple hierarchical levels of shared caches.

We propose a method based on memory micro-

benchmarks to help understanding this impact through a

qualitative analysis. Relying on benchmarks to provide

memory hierarchy insights avoids building very complex

analytical models that are platform dependent. Our model

improves productivity by remaining the same across differ-

ent platforms. It only captures the low-level (and hidden)

details of the architecture during measurements. Based on

this model, the knowledge of buffer states in caches, and

micro-benchmarks, we show that tuning shared memory

communication depending on the cache coherence protocol

can be a source of optimization ideas. This can ease proto-

typing of communication strategies through shared memory.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents the scope and context of our work. Sec-

tion III describes how cache coherence is actually involved

in shared-memory MPI communication and how our model

lets us analyze it. The model is then evaluated in Section IV

and it leads us to discuss several possible optimization

ideas. Related work is finally described in Section V before

concluding.

II. OPTIMIZING INTRA-NODE MPI COMMUNICATION

A. On the Importance of Intra-node Communication

Intra-node communication had been involved in scientific

computing long before the rise of multicore processors

and many-cores nodes. Dual-processor servers were already

considered to have one of the best performance ratios ten

years ago. For instance, Thunderbird, one of the last very

large clusters based on single-core processors, reached the

fifth rank of the Top500 (http://top500.org) in 2005 while

using two single-core processors per node.

Since the advent of multicore processors, more than 75%

of the Top500 are now clusters of dual-processor nodes with

at least 4 cores per processor, making intra-node communi-

cation even more critical to the overall performance. Indeed,

the increasing importance of locality in modern servers

causes most applications to communicate more with their

local neighbors. Users are advised to map processes accord-

ing to their affinities so as to benefit from cache-sharing,

intra-node communication or reduced network distance as

much as possible.

Most modern parallel applications still communicate

through the de facto standard, MPI. And it is expected that

a wide amount of data transfer between processes happens

inside a single node, or even inside a single processor

socket under a shared cache. This makes shared-memory

communication increasingly critical to the overall parallel

application performance. Moreover, coprocessors such as the

Intel Xeon Phi may again emphasize this trend since they

can run tens of MPI processes each.



B. Too many Configuration Options

Intra-node communication has been the subject of many

research works since the advent of the MPI standard twenty

years ago. Multiple data transfers strategies have been

proposed [1], including relying on the external network

interface, on specific network drivers, on custom operat-

ing system features [2], or on user-level techniques such

as shared buffers and pipelining. This was still an active

research area recently through platform-independent direct-

copy mechanims such as LiMIC [3] and KNEM [4], and the

inclusion of Cross Memory Attach [5] in the Linux kernel.

One common issue with all these strategies is: How

to select the right one? None of them is the best for

all communication patterns because small messages, large

messages and collective operations do not have the same

performance behavior and needs. Hardware characteristics

such as the cache size has been used as a basic way to infer

message size thresholds for switching between strategies [6],

[3], [7]. However this appeared not to work properly for

collective operations where memory contention becomes a

critical factor [8]. Moreover some of these strategies also

require the tuning of their internal parameters such as the

pipeline chunk size.

Some MPI implementations such as Open MPI offer many

configuration options for tuning intra-node communication.

However proper tuning requires deep understanding of the

implementation (how it actually transfers data), of the appli-

cation (how it manipulates buffers, whether it needs overlap,

etc.), and of the hardware memory architecture behavior

(how memory accesses are implemented). It means that most

users cannot actually tune this software, and even many

developers unless they have all this knowledge.

Most users therefore do not complain that some im-

plementations such as MPICH2 do not offer many ex-

plicit tuning options. However users often assume that MPI

is properly tuned internally. Unfortunately this is hardly

feasible given the aforementioned software and hardware

complexity. Most MPI implementations just use hardwired

default thresholds that were chosen five years ago. With

tens of cores and much larger caches in modern platforms,

the old defaults are likely far from optimal on todays

platforms. Users may therefore complain about the observed

performance and competitors may easily find cases where a

carefully-tuned case-specific change improves performance.

C. The Need for a Better Understanding of Intra-node

Communication

Proper automatic tuning of intra-node MPI communica-

tion strategy is very difficult because it depends on many

factors: Is the transfer running alone on the machine or is

it part of a large parallel communication scheme causing

contention? Does the application want overlap? Does the

hardware efficiently support these needs? Depending on the

answers to these questions, the performance of a communi-

cation strategy may vary significantly.

We believe that cache coherence is the key to understand-

ing these behaviors. Cache effects are often used as the

easy cause of complex behaviors in memory-bound codes,

especially shared-memory communication, without actually

explaining them for real. Indeed the characteristics of caches

(and of the cache coherence protocols that assembles them)

is hidden in the hardware and rarely fully documented.

Therefore cache coherence causes effects that cannot be

easily modeled or even explained. Indeed we show later in

this article that even modeling basic data transfers such as

memory copies is difficult.

We want to tackle this problem with a new innovative

approach that uses micro-benchmarks as a way to capture the

complex behavior of the memory architecture. This idea was

initially developed for predicting the behavior of memory-

bound applications [?]. We present in the next sections how

we use it for analyzing and better understanding shared-

memory-based intra-node MPI communication.

III. HOW CACHE-COHERENCE MATTERS TO

INTRA-NODE MPI COMMUNICATION

Shared-memory MPI communication requires memory

copies between the memory and caches of two cores. The

cache-coherence protocol is therefore heavily involved. Most

modern HPC platforms use a protocol that is a variant of

MESI [10]. Each cache line is in one of the following states:

Modified: The cache line has been modified, and the

data in memory is consequently stale. The cache holding

this cache line is the only one to hold it.

Exclusive: Data in the cache line is not present in any

other cache. This cache line is clean (i.e. the version in main

memory is the same).

Shared: This cache line is shared with other caches:

other caches can also hold the same data. The cache line is

clean (memory and other caches hold the same value).

Invalid: This line is not present in this cache.

Intel and AMD platforms actually use the MESIF1 and

MOESI2 variants. We detail in this section how the MESI

protocol handles shared-memory MPI communication.

A. Anatomy of Intra-node Communication Memory Accesses

Shared-memory MPI communication uses an intermediate

buffer that is shared between the sender and receiver pro-

cesses. The sender process writes the message to the shared

buffer before the receiver process reads it. As described on

Figure 1, every byte in the transferred message therefore

sees the following cache states:

1The Forward state reduces the traffic by having a single shared-copy
reply to bus requests.

2The Owned state allows direct sharing of dirty cache-lines instead of
first requiring a write-back to memory. See Section IV-E.
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Figure 1. Cache state transitions for the source, shared and destination
buffers of both sender and receiver cores during the memory accesses
involved in a shared-memory-based data transfer.

1) The sender reads the data from its memory. Tempo-

ral locality implies that it may have been generated

(written) recently. If so, this step is a Load Hit from

a local Modified cache-line. If not available in the

local caches anymore (either because it was generated

a long time ago or because something else filled the

caches in the meantime), this is a Load Miss that goes

up to main memory.

2) The sender then writes the data to the shared buffer.

That buffer was used by prior transfers. It is therefore

usually available in the local cache as well as in the

cache of another core. This is a Store Hit to a local

Shared cache-line. The cache-line gets evicted from

the remote caches and goes to the Modified state in

the local caches.

3) The receiver reads the shared-buffer from the sender

core. This is a Load Miss from a remote Modified

cache-line. The remote cache line gets copied in the

local caches and both copies switch to the Shared state

(this explain the state before step 2).

4) Finally the receiver writes the data to its receive buffer.

If the target buffer was recently used, this is a Store

Hit (usually to a local Modified cache-line). Otherwise

it is a Store Miss to main memory.

Most modern MPI implementations follow this model.

MPICH2 [11] and Open MPI [12] both allocate one large

buffer shared between all local processes. It is then divided

into one set of fixed-size buffers (chunks) per sender. It

means that each process always reuses the same buffers for

all transfers, even toward different destination processes. We

will see in Section IV-E that this reuse behavior is actually

relevant on recent AMD platforms. Other strategies exist for

various kinds of communication (for instance dedicating one

larger buffer to each directed connection, etc.), but we will

focus on this one when describing our model.

When the message is larger than fixed-size buffers, mul-

tiple ones are used and a pipeline protocol makes sure the

receiver can read previous buffers while the sender fills the

next ones. MPICH2 uses 64 kB cells while Open MPI uses

32 kB fragments3 by default. As depicted in Table I, this

pipelined model means that there may be 4 concurrent mem-

3Open MPI uses a smaller first fragment so that the receiver can prepare
the receiving of the next fragments before they actually arrive.

Table I
MEMORY ACCESS PARALLELISM DURING A PIPELINED TRANSFER

WHEN THE MESSAGE IS DIVIDED INTO 3 CHUNKS AND THE PROCESSOR

CAN EXECUTE ONE LOAD AND ONE STORE IN PARALLEL.

Time step Sender Core Receiver Core

1 Load + Store (chunk #1)
2 Load + Store (chunk #2) Load + Store (chunk #1)
3 Load + Store (chunk #3) Load + Store (chunk #2)
4 Load + Store (chunk #3)

ory accesses during a single transfer: Sender and receiver

cores can execute their own copy in parallel. Each copy

involves loads and stores that can be executed in parallel

by modern cores. We will analyze the actual parallelism in

Section IV-A).

B. Impact of the Cache Coherence on Memory Access

Performance
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Figure 2. Load miss and store miss access throughput depending on the
target buffer size and cache state, inside a 2 GHz 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2650
socket.

Figure 2 presents the memory access throughput when the

target buffer is not in the local caches (load or store miss) but

may be in some other caches in the socket. It shows that the



observed read throughput may vary by a factor of 2 while

the write throughput may vary by a factor of 2.5 depending

on the buffer size and on the caching state. This result

reveals that caches and cache-coherence protocols have a

deep impact on the application performance. Difference of

similar magnitude can be observed in case of cache hits.

Counting the number of cache misses is a widely used

technique for analyzing or even predicting performance,

either for shared-memory communication [6], [13] or in

a more general profiling context [14]. However, the above

graphs show that this number cannot actually be used as a

reliable source for accurate performance prediction because

neglecting the caching state is not acceptable. We intend to

take this information into account for a better model and

understanding of MPI shared-memory communication.

We explained in the previous section that a transfer is

made of 4 memory accesses that are executed in parallel.

The figure shows that the performance of each of them is

deeply related to the involved cache states. We are now going

to explain how to combine them to model the overall transfer

performance.

C. Modeling Communication by Combining Micro-

benchmarks

The idea behind our memory model is that modern

memory architectures make accurate analytical models too

difficult because many hardware features, such as prefetchers

or cache coherence implementations, are too complex and

often not documented. We therefore chose to hide them

inside the output of micro-benchmarks that capture the actual

behavior of the hardware without having to understand and

describe it for real. These benchmarks are run using our

mbench framework.4 It offers easy ways to setup memory

buffers to specific cache states and compute the correspond-

ing memory access throughputs for different numbers of

threads. Measuring the memory throughput for different

buffer sizes also capture the performance and sizes of each

level of cache, which allows us to explicitly ignore them in

the model.

Benchmark outputs are then combined to rebuild the

application memory access pattern and predict its behavior

with respect to scalability, buffer sizes, etc. This rebuilding

considers involved buffers in the MESI cache-coherence

protocol so as to find out the right performance of each

buffer access. Given that most HPC architectures use a

variant of the MESI protocol, we expect the model to match

a wide range of HPC platforms.

The model targets memory-bound applications, i.e. where

memory access is the key performance criteria and cannot be

overlapped significantly with computation. More details can

be found in [?]. We use it here for a better understanding of

4The mbench framework is available for download from https://github.
com/bputigny/mbench. Only the most relevant benchmark outputs are
included in the paper.

MPI shared memory communication based on the memory

pattern described in section III-A. Each step translates into

a benchmark output as listed in Table II.

Table II
TRANSITIONS INVOLVED IN OUR MODEL FOR EACH TRANSFER STEP.

Step Core State transition

1 Sender Load Hit Modified if recently generated,
Load Miss Modified otherwise

2 Sender Store Hit Shared

3 Receiver Load Miss Modified

4 Receiver Store Hit Modified if recently used,
Store Miss Modified otherwise

Given a message of size M and a maximal pipeline chunk

of size C, there are n = ⌊M/C⌋ chunks of size Ci (usually

the first and/or last chunks are smaller than C if M is not an

exact multiple of C). The overall transfer time is estimated

to

T = S(C1) +

n
∑

i=2

max
(

S(Ci), R(Ci−1)
)

+R(Cn) (1)

where S and R are the times to copy a chunk on the sender

and receiver side respectively. When there is a single chunk,

the sender and receiver times are added: the overall time is

a sequential aggregation of both sides. When there are many

chunks5, the first and last terms can be neglected, and the

overall duration is the maximum of the sender and receiver

copy times.

Finally our model allows us to estimate S and R from our

benchmark outputs. Since modern processors can execute

one load and one store at the same time, the duration of

a copy should be the maximum of the corresponding loads

and stores. For instance, copying from a recently generated

source buffer to the shared buffer takes the maximum of a

Load Hit Modified and a Store Hit Shared duration. Given

that the throughput of these operations vary with the buffer

size (because of caches), we still have to discuss whether

each single chunk is copied at the throughput predicted for

its own size (Ci) or for the entire message size (M ). We

chose the later because all chunk operations are executed

consecutively and therefore cause memory and cache con-

tention just like if the entire message was manipulated at

once.

For instance if the source and destination buffers have

been used recently, S and R are estimated to

S(Ci) =
Ci

min(LHM(M), SHS(M))
(2)

R(Cj) =
Cj

min(LMM(M), SHM(M))
(3)

where LHM , SHS, LMM and SHM are the benchmark-

measured throughputs for a Load Hit Modified, Store Hit

5A 1 MB message uses 32 chunks in Open MPI and 16 in MPICH2.



Shared, Load Miss Modified and Store Hit Modified respec-

tively.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION

HINTS

We now evaluate our model and use it to discuss some

optimization ideas based on the impact of cache-coherence

protocols on shared-memory MPI communication.

(a) Intel Xeon Sandy Bridge E5-2650.

(b) AMD Opteron Bulldozer 6272.

Figure 3. One socket of each kind of node in the evaluation platform.

Our evaluation platform is summarized in Figure 3. It

consists in two kinds of nodes. The first contains two 8-

core 2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650 processors (Sandy-Bridge

micro-architecture, 16 cores total, a single Hyper-Thread

used per core). The second kind is made of four 16-core

2.1 GHz AMD Opteron 6272 processors (Bulldozer micro-

architecture, 64 cores total). CPU frequency scaling as well

as Intel Turbo Boost and AMD Turbo CORE technologies

were disabled during tests so that the CPU and memory

absolute performance does not vary.

A. Evaluation of the Model

To evaluate the model presented in Section III-C we com-

pare its prediction with the performance of an experiment.

However our model only predicts the performance of the

actual data transfer while MPI implementations add a lot

of control code (such as eager message management, ren-

dezvous messages, synchronization) around it. We therefore

designed a synthetic experiment that only mimics the data

transfer within the Open MPI 1.7 implementation (32 kB

pipeline chunks). The performance behavior is similar, but

the synthetic program gets higher performance thanks to the

removal of the Open MPI control overhead.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the benchmark-based prediction model, the
sequential model, the parallel model, and the actual shared-memory transfer.
Intel platform.

Figure 4 presents the performance prediction of the model

between 2 cores inside the same Intel socket. The top line

is the parallel prediction which means both sender and

receiver copies are executed fully in parallel. This is the

asymptotic prediction for large messages. The bottom line is

the sequential prediction which means copies are performed

sequentially by the cores. This is the behavior for small

messages when there is a single chunk.

As explained in Section III-C, the prediction model is a

mix of these two cases transitioning from one to the other

between 32 kB (single chunk) and 4 MB (128 chunks) mes-

sage sizes. We observed that our model accurately predicts

the performance except between 256 kB and 16 MB where

the actual experiment is slower. These sizes corresponds

to buffers that go into the L3 cache. We explain our mis-

prediction by the fact that the L3 is shared between the two

involved cores. It causes contention and capacity misses that

our benchmark-based memory model does not really take

into account accurately. However, our model works well

when the message fits in L1 and L2 cache and in main

memory.

One thing that makes our model hard to apply is the

difficulty to predict the performance of memory copies

that are involved on both sides and accumulated in the

analytic formula (S and R functions). Figure 5 presents the

prediction of one of the individual memory copies involved

in the data transfer. It questions the pre-supposed ability
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Figure 5. Benchmark-based prediction of the receiver-side memory copy
performance. The source buffer was recently written by another core (Load

Miss Modified) while the destination buffer was recently used locally (Store

Hit Modified). Intel platform.

of the processor to perform one load and one store in

parallel as explained at the end of Section III-A. Up to

128 kB messages (inside the L1 and L2 private caches),

the observed throughput is the parallel bandwidth reduced

by 20%. However, for larger messages, in L3 and in main

memory, we only measure only 10% above the sequential

throughput while the parallel one would be twice higher.

Again, this is related to contention in the shared L3 cache

and on the memory channels, which do not optimally support

heavy parallel loads and stores.

To summarize, our memory model can predict the perfor-

mance of data transfer, assuming memory copy performance

is understood, except when the shared L3 and main mem-

ory disturb parallel access performance. This shows why

understanding shared-memory communication performance

is always difficult: current memory architectures cannot be

easily modeled, too many hidden hardware parameters are

involved. Overall, we predict the performance behavior but

not the absolute value very accurately. Fortunately, this

is enough to analyze that behavior and discuss possible

optimization hints in the next sections.

B. Impact of Application Buffer Reuse

One common source of mis-understanding of shared-

memory MPI communication performance is the reuse (or

not) of application buffers in multiple iterations. As ex-

plained in Section III, this changes the involved MESI cache

states and causes individual memory access performance to

vary significantly. It makes performance comparison mean-

ingless when it is not clear whether the same buffers were

reused multiple times. Some benchmarks [15] always reuse

the same buffer while others such as IMB [16] have options

to configure/avoid this reuse. We now look deeper at the

actual impact of buffer reuse on the overall transfer time.
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Figure 6 compares the throughput depending on buffer

reuse on both sides. We observe that the receiver buffer

state is much more important than the sender. Unfortunately

this result is not convenient for application tuning because

locality is easier to maintain on the send side: the application

can usually send the data as soon as it is ready, while it often

does not receive exactly when it needs it immediately.

The receiver buffer state is more important than the sender

because the receiver-side is slower. Therefore improving

the sender locality to improve its transfer side will not

significantly improve the overall transfer time. Indeed our

micro-benchmarks reveal that the receiver side memory

accesses (steps 3 and 4 on Table II) hardly pass 15 GB/s

for large messages, while the sender side (steps 1 and 2)

often achieves close to 20 GB/s.

This imbalance between send and receive side copy du-

rations could be a reason to switch to variable-size pipeline

chunks as previously proposed for InfiniBand communi-

cation [17]. Unfortunately existing MPI implementations

require deep intrusive changes before we could experiment

this idea.

C. Load Miss of Sender-written data

M   S
Remote cache

I   S
Local cache

Core

Memory

(1) Read Req

(2) Snoop

(3) Write-back

(4) Data

(5) Data

Figure 7. Anatomy of a Load Miss Modified (step 3) in the MESI protocol.

We now focus on one of the transfer step that matters to

the overall performance: when the receiver loads data that
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was previously written by another core (Load Miss Modified,

step 3). The usual problem with this transition in the MESI

protocol is that the remotely-modified data has to be written

back to memory before it can be shared by both cores (see

Figure 7). If a cache is shared between the cores, the write-

back is not actually required. If no cache is shared, for

instance when processes run on different sockets, the write-

back is required, and Figure 8 confirms that it is expensive:

An explicit flush of the remote copy increases the local Load

Miss Modified by 10% to 100%.
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One optimization would consist in moving this expensive

remote write-back from the receiver load (step 3) back to

the sender store (step 2), by anticipating it using one of the

following ideas:

1) The sender could explicitly flush these cache-lines, e.g.

with clflush x86 instructions. Unfortunately, this severely

slows down the sender copy as depicted on Figure 9.

2) The sender could use a larger number of buffers so that

the first buffers are automatically evicted when last ones

are used. Unfortunately, current processors have very large

caches that would require hundreds of buffers for this to

work6

3) The sender could use non-temporal store instructions

to directly reach main memory. This idea has often been

considered in the past but very rarely used in production.

Figure 9 shows that our custom copy with non-temporal

writes is only about 30% slower than the usual copy, so the

idea looks indeed interesting. Thus we modified Open MPI

to perform a non-temporal store during step 2. However Fig-

ure 10 reveals that it actually divides the overall performance

by a factor of 2. We could not explain this phenomenon.

Unfortunately the behavior of non-temporal instructions with

respect to cache-coherence protocol implementations is not

widely documented.
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Still, one has to keep in mind that moving the write-back

to the sender-side may have the undesirable effect of moving

the bottleneck from the receiver to the sender. It is therefore

important to make sure that we do not slow the sender down

too much. One idea that we are looking at is to force the

write-back only when the sender is waiting for the receiver

to progress: Once the sender filled all shared-buffers, it may

have to wait until the receiver gives some of them back, it

may therefore start manually flushing with clflush in the

meantime.

D. Rewrite of Receiver-read data

We now focus on the other critical transition, when the

sender writes to a buffer that was previously used (Store

Hit Shared). The remote copy has to be invalidated before

6640 and 192 buffers of 32 kB are needed on our Intel and AMD
platforms respectively.
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Figure 11. Anatomy of a Store Hit Shared (step 2) in the MESI protocol.

the local copy can switch from Shared to Modified (see

Figure 11). Fortunately some modern processors such as

Intel Xeon E5 feature a directory in their L3 cache so as

to filter such invalidation requests when it is known that

there are no other copies. So a former remote flushing could

reduce the overhead.
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Figure 12. Impact of remote flushing on the performance of a local Store

Hit Shared on the Intel platform.

Figure 12 shows that this idea could indeed improve

performance by 5-10% for significant buffer size (larger

than the 64 kB L1, we do not know why the graph is not

smooth for smaller buffers). So one could think of adding

some flushing on the receiver side. However, as discussed

in the previous section, this would slow down the receiver

bottleneck even more.

Another problem to consider here is that flushing in-

structions such as clflush may also flush lines out of

other core caches that are below a higher-level inclusive

shared cache, which would further degrade performance.

For instance it would flush out all copies inside the entire

Intel socket on our platform because the L3 is inclusive.

On AMD, only the L2 is mostly-inclusive. This idea should

therefore only be considered when the MPI implementation

knows for sure that the involved cores do not shared an

inclusive cache.

To summarize, optimizing the Store Hit Shared state (2) is

hardly feasible in the context of the MESI protocol. However

we have to revisit this result in next section due to certain

characteristics of MESI variant implementations.

E. Shared-buffer Reuse Order and MOESI Protocol

AMD platforms use the MOESI protocol that was (no-

tably) designed to ease sharing of modified data. This feature

looks very interesting in our study because step 3 needs to

read a remotely modified buffer. MOESI avoids the afore-

mentioned write-back to memory by allowing immediate

sharing of these dirty cache-lines with other cores. The

original modified lines switch to the new Owned state (that is

responsible for doing the write-back to memory eventually)

while the shared copies go to Shared state. Unlike MESI

where both sender and receiver copies are in the same Shared

state after step 3, MOESI therefore introduces an asymmetry.
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When a new transfer occurs through this shared-buffer,

one of these asymmetric copies switches to Modified again

during step 2 while the other gets invalidated. Given that

the Modified state is similar to Owned (and not to Shared),

one would expect that transitioning from Owned to Modified

would be at least as quick as transitioning from Shared to

Modified. Surprisingly Figure 13 shows the contrary: It is

much faster (3x inside a socket, and 4x between sockets)

to write to the Shared copy rather than the Owned one.

We assume that a write-back always occurs when a cache-

line leaves the Owned state and raises a non-documented

phenomenon in this MOESI implementation.

This unexpected behavior leads to another unexpected

result on Figure 14: On our AMD platform, data transfers are

faster when shared-buffers are used in alternating direction

(5 to 50% faster). This behavior seems very specific to

AMD current micro-architecture Bulldozer. Intel nodes and

some older AMD hosts (Barcelona micro-architecture) do

not show such an asymmetric performance depending on



buffer reuse direction7.
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Figure 14. Performance of shared-memory data transfer depending on
buffer reuse direction, inside a shared L3 cache, on AMD platform.

This result confirms the interest of our idea of hiding

hardware complexity inside micro-benchmark outputs: Ex-

tracting the performance behavior from this black-box is

much easier on modern platform that trying to formally

understand and model the hardware.

V. RELATED WORK

It is well known that tuning MPI implementations is

difficult. Many configuration options are available and some

of them even target conflicting use cases with respect to

point-to-point operations vs collectives, blocking vs non-

blocking, caching for intra-node communication, etc. When

predicting a good configuration is not feasible, auto-tuning

may be used to adapt the software to specific application

needs. The OPTO framework [18] tests all possible config-

uration combinations so as to automatically find the best

one. Machine learning was also proposed as an alternative

method [19]. A training tool finds out important character-

istics of the platform before matching them with specific

application needs.

Our approach is rather a qualitative approach that tries to

understand cache-related issues instead of blindly finding the

best tuning for specific applications. One common way to

evaluate intra-node communication performance is to look

at cache misses [13]. However we explained in Section III-B

that this is hardly a reliable piece of information. This paper

gives some basic optimization hints to application developers

while we rather focus on MPI implementers, those that are

experts in the problems considered here.

The only work that is really close to our research mostly

focuses on Xeon Phi accelerator cards [20]. However only

7Intel nodes actually show a small performance difference as well,
possibly because the MESIF protocol also breaks the symmetry between
Shared copies (the Forward copy is the only one that replies to bus
requests).

synchronization issues (concurrent polling on shared receive

queues) and small messages (up to 8 kB) are modeled. Our

feeling is that modern memory architectures have a perfor-

mance that is far too complex for such analytical models

because of heavy and hardly-understandable behaviors when

switching from L1 to L2, L3 or even main memory, or

when looking at parallel accesses. This is why we hide this

complexity inside micro-benchmark outputs.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As intra-node communication becomes increasingly im-

portant for scientific application performance, the need to

better understand and tune these data transfers raises. We

believe that modern memory subsystems are too complex

to be modeled accurately because of many hardware char-

acteristics such as prefetchers and coherence protocols.

We presented a new approach that models shared-memory

communication performance by combining the individual

throughput of micro-benchmarks based on the knowledge

of buffer states in caches and of hardware cache coherence

protocols. It allows us to predict the behavior of these

transfers with a satisfyingly accuracy. It also shows that

memory access parallelism and contention in shared caches

and memory buses have complex behavior that explain why

shared-memory communication performance is hard to tune

and to model analytically.

The model and the predicted behavior was then used as

the input for discussing optimization hints for MPI imple-

mentations. We identified two individual memory accesses

within the overall data transfer that could be modified by

adding some preflushing of cache-lines or non-temporal

stores. Their limiting factors were described in current

hardware cache coherence protocols. We then showed that

the MOESI cache-coherence protocol of AMD platforms

exhibits unexpected constraints on buffer reuse. It led us to

improving communication performance by forcing shared-

buffer reusing in alternating direction.

One drawback of our work is that we have not yet

implemented all these ideas in MPI implementations. Some

of then were only tested in synthetic benchmarks. The

reason is that they require very intrusive changes in the

way shared-buffers are managed internally in both Open MPI

and MPICH2. We will then experiment these ideas on real

applications. One may argue that cache-related optimizations

may exhibit different behaviors on benchmarks and real

applications. Fortunately our optimization hints target the

accesses to the shared buffers without increasing the overall

cache pollution, and they do not modify the way application

buffers are actually involved. Additionally it should be noted

that our memory model already works for several real-world

application kernels [9].

We are looking at other architectures such as ARM

processors that use MESI-based cache-coherence protocols.

Our model should also be refined to better predict the



absolute performance by better understanding memory ac-

cess parallelism and contention as well as better modeling

capacity misses. Then we are looking at more complex

communication patterns such as collective operations to see

if our parallel benchmarks can explain the behavior of these

operations at scale on large nodes. Finally we are trying

to model other intra-node communication schemes such as

direct-copy between processes through the kernel or copy

offload to better understand when each strategy should be

enabled.
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